State Minister of Information and Communication affairs, Sameeh Ma'ytah stressed that freedoms are not luxury but a necessity for all media freedoms.

He said during the opening of the training program "The role of social media in promoting human rights" organized by Adaleh center for human rights on Thursday that a successful media does its role positively and depends basically on training and
Al-Ma'aytah opens a training program on the role of social media rehabilitation which in return guarantee the proficiency and maintenance of media and consequently set media in the correct path.

Al-Ma'ayta pointed that the biggest challenge under the shadow of society changes is how to use and manage media in a good and positive way assuring at the same time the necessity of tackling a question of priority regarding media which is how to make persons capable of running and directing media toward the correct path.

At his side, Asem Rabab'a, President of Adaleh center for human rights added that the goal of this program which targets a youth
category between 18-35 years old is to focus on increasing the awareness of youth on the importance of using social media methods, disseminating human rights culture and bolstering concepts of democracy.

Also, the program aims at constructing an interactive relation between youth and local leaderships through tools of social media, giving them a chance to express their opinions and points of view positively and responsibly, activating the role of youth in reform and democracy and employing their skills and capacities in using social media to promote cases of
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human rights and democracy.

Further, Al-Rababa'a indicated that the training program is executed by the center under the project "Youth for democracy" to spread awareness and generalize human rights and democracy between youth.
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